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Hey everyone,
The big day (or week) is almost here! We wanted to give you all a sneak preview of Charlie's Day 2
Keynote: CFCommunity: You're never alone:
One of the hallmarks of the ColdFusion community has long been the way it's banded together.
People helping people: sharing knowledge, solving problems, giving away code, pointing to
resources, making recommendations, and so much more. Yet as powerful as that network of
resources is, it's easy to presume, "well everyone knows where to turn for help". In fact, a lot of CF
developers do work heads down, in their bunker, on their own, just getting their job done. They miss
out on these great resources, this great community, and their work suffers for it. Things take longer
to solve, when someone may have the answer. They get frustrated with problems that have been
solved.
In this session, veteran CFer Charlie Arehart will highlight many of the most important--and some
little known--places to turn for help. An inveterate "resource librarian" himself, Charlie is known for
being able to point quickly to where in the CF community a solution may exist. He's benefited from
those resources over the years, and he's also paid it forward by creating more of his own. Come find
out just how many resources may exist that you've not known about. Whether you're new or
experienced in CF,there's a suitable resource for you. You're never alone.
Charlie's Bio:
A veteran ColdFusion developer and troubleshooter since 1997 with over 25 years in IT, Charlie
Arehart is a longtime contributor to the community and a recognized Adobe Community
Professional. As an independent consultant, he provides short-term troubleshooting/tuning
assistance and training/mentoring for organizations of all sizes and CF experience levels
(carehart.org/consulting).
Besides running the 2000-member Online ColdFusion Meetup, an online CF user group, he also
hosts the UGTV repository of recorded presentations from hundreds of speakers and the CF411 site
of over 1000 tools/resources for CFers. A certified Advanced CF Developer and Instructor for each
version since CF 4, Charlie's spoken at each of the major CF conferences worldwide and is a
contributor to all three volumes of Ben Forta's ColdFusion 8 and 9 WACK books.
Make sure you attend his keynote speech!!

